4-14 HD Line Boring Machine

ADVANTAGES

- Boring diameters from 3” - 24” (76 mm - 609 mm)
- 14” (355 mm) cutting tool travel length
- Up to 351 ft lbs (475.89 Nm) of torque at the boring bar
- Variable speeds up to 290 rpm
- Machine weight 72 lbs
- Bar drive weight 12 lbs
- Works with all SPR York 4-14 options
- Borewelder interface

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SPR York’s three-guide bar design makes a more rigid machine, allowing higher metal removal rates with less chatter. The SPR York 4-14 HD hydraulic line boring machine is built for more power. With up to 351 ft lbs of torque at the bar and a feed motor that delivers 30 ft lbs of torque, heavy cuts are made easy. SPR York has two options available to suit every user’s needs. These options include the manual control machine with a 5 hp hydraulic power unit and the proportional control machine with a 10 hp hydraulic power unit.